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Synopsis
Deep learning-based segmentation algorithms largely rely on the availability of extensive, clinically representative data. While collecting such data

requires vast resources, image simulation has the potential of generating realistic data reproducing a wide range of scanner sequences or parameters.

In this work, we present an MR image simulation pipeline and evaluate its potential for training a deep-learning network for segmenting several brain

structures in T1-weighted images acquired from real scanners. We additionally demonstrate how to prevent performance degradation from the lack of

tissue texture in simulated images by combining statistical texture analysis and �ltering on the evaluation image set.

Introduction
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a commonly used technique for the diagnosis of neurodegenerative disorders . An accurate segmentation of brain
tissues , such as gray matter (GM), white matter (WM) and cerebrospinal �uid (CSF), is a crucial step for diagnosis. With the emergence of deep learning
(DL) techniques, numerous automated segmentation methods have been developed, reaching a competitive performance almost on par to human
experts . However, most DL-based methods rely on the availability of an extensive number of datasets with accurate tissue labels, containing
representative variation in terms of tissue contrast, anatomy and artifacts, to achieve a robust performance . Collecting such datasets has so far proven
to be challenging, hampering the use of automated methods in clinical settings. Image simulation allows the generation of realistic MRI data with
features reproducing variable scanner or sequence parameters, without expanding a vast amount of resources to acquire data . In this work we study
the feasibility of utilizing such data for the training of DL-based segmentation algorithms.

Methods
We adopt a residual 3D U-Net  for the segmentation task, illustrated in Fig. 1. During training, we optimize a weighted sum of cross-entropy, Dice and
Tversky losses  for better handling of false positive and negative predictions. The network is trained to segment �ve tissue classes in total, consisting of
GM, WM, CSF, cerebellum, and brain stem, utilizing a set of 200 simulated T1-weighted (T1w) brain images. Our simulation framework (Fig.2) is adapted
to brain MRI with 200 patient-speci�c brain phantoms of variable anatomy, derived from the HCP  database and simulated for T1w MRI. Both tissue
properties and sequence parameters are varied to provide a realistic variance of brain anatomy and contrast, as well as image quality and resolution.
Once trained, the segmentation network is evaluated on testing data extracted from the MRBrainS18  segmentation challenge, where we utilize 7
annotated T1w volumes, which include both healthy and diseased subjects. Both training and testing data are pre-processed according to the pipelines
described in Table 1, which additionally outlines the acquisition parameters and image characteristics of each dataset.
While real MRI images contain rapid changes in intensity and texture in and around certain tissues, such as cerebellum, these textural changes are
challenging to simulate using the proposed pipeline. This leads to a degradation in performance on real MR images, where the network falsely assigns
parts of the cerebellum to the WM or GM class. To address this issue, we propose to reduce the bias towards texture and increase the relative
importance of shape in real MR images by applying feature preserving smoothing in the form of total variation (TV) based �ltering . To restrict the �lter
to only the areas with high changes in texture, we �rst perform texture analysis using the gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM)  over each volume.
We derive several statistical measures from the GLCM, such as contrast, correlation, and homogeneity, further used to train a logistic regression model
and determine patches of the volume with signi�cant levels of textural change (Fig.3). The extracted patches are subsequently TV �ltered, producing new
images with reduced noise and high-frequency textural features, further used for evaluation.

Results and Discussion
Fig.4 depicts the segmentation performance on several examples extracted from the test set, utilizing both non-�ltered and �ltered images. We can
visually observe an improvement in performance when the model is tested on �ltered images, particularly in the area around the cerebellum. Both the
average Dice score (DSC) and the 95  percentile Hausdor� distance (HD 95) suggest a substantial improvement in performance across WM, GM and CSF
when applying the GLCM-based �ltering procedure. We additionally observe a signi�cant e�ect for the area of cerebellum, where an initial performance
of 0.43 and 17.81 in terms of DSC and HD 95 is improved up to 0.853 and 3.71, respectively. However, brain stem segmentation is still sub-par, achieving
average scores of 0.62 and 11.21 in terms of DSC and HD 95. Results obtained in this study suggest a promising potential of simulated data to aid the
training of neural networks for medical image segmentation tasks. In fact, we show that such networks already achieve comparable performance to
those trained with real data and identify that the lack of texture in simulated images causes a performance drop on data acquired from real MRI
scanners. While we showcase a way to handle the lack of texture for larger regions, such as cerebellum, we still observe reduced accuracy in segmenting
smaller brain structures. Future work involves improving the texture feature extraction and evaluation of the proposed method on a bigger dataset, as
well as extension of the method to other modalities.

Conclusion
This study demonstrates a promising solution to address the lack of medical data, crucial for obtaining robust DL-based segmentation methods for
inclusion in clinical routines, by utilizing simulated images with accurate “ground-truths” for training. Our results additionally suggest that handling
texture in training images is critical for improving the performance of DL segmentation networks trained on simulated data. In conclusion, the overall
method can serve as a better and more realistic data augmentation strategy, as well as improve the applications of transfer learning and domain
adaptation in medical image analysis tasks.
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Figures

Figure 1: An overview of the 5-class brain tissue segmentation architecture. Residual blocks are added to a standard 3D U-Net to improve both gradient
and contextual information propagation during training. The network is trained using a mini-batch size of 2, a patch size of 96x160x128 and Adam for
optimization, with a learning rate of 5 * 10  and a weight decay of 5 * e . To increase robustness, we augment the training set on-the-�y with random
spatial and contrast transformations.

Figure 2: (a) Simulation framework pipeline using variable T1w voxelized phantoms acquired from the HCP dataset. We vary both tissue and sequence
parameters to obtain a realistic variance of brain anatomy and contrast. Tukey window �ltering is utilized in the frequency domain to avoid ringing
artifacts and a complex Gaussian noise is added in k-space before Fourier reconstruction. Resulting simulated images for 3 di�erent subjects with labels
are shown in (b) as centered cut axial, sagittal and coronal slices.

Table 1: Summary of training and testing datasets used in this study with the pre-processing pipeline used at train and test time.
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Figure 3: Pipeline for smoothing real images at test time to reduce the impact of texture on segmentation performance. Random patches selected from
each image volume are used to calculate the GLCM and extract features describing image texture. Patches to be �ltered using TV smoothing are selected
using logistic regression trained on the extracted features (a). Examples of slices extracted from TV �ltered test images are shown in (b).

Figure 4: Visualization of the proposed model performance when tested on T1w images from the MRBrainS18 dataset. Several axial slices belonging to
one patient are shown, where the third column depicts model performance on the un�ltered image, while the fourth column showcases an
improvement in segmentation when TV �ltering based on GLCM features is applied. Average Dice and 95  percentile HD scores per class (WM, GM and
CSF), calculated on all test images, are shown.
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